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THE PROBLEM

Dovelop new radar te:hnliqu.es, baSed upon stat'istical
methods, which are appiicable to, autoniatic radar systemYs
with ivcreased detection capabilites. 'The specific, phase
repor-ted here is the constructionii and statistical evaluation
of an electronic geneirator of random n nibers' which is
used in laboratory experiments, evaluation of radar detector
performance by Monte Carlo metihod's, and in simulation of
physical phenomena.

RESULTS

An eletrotiie generator of randorn nfmber-8 has beet
cons trUeted and evaluated. This randOm ftme generator
has been uased to generate a sequence of ones and zeros

with a predetermin, ed probability of a one in the evaluation
of aft experirmental sequential detector. The device has
also been used to generate random sequences of ones and
Zeros in simltlating the in.ptt to an experimental track-
before-detect systern being developed at NEL.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Consider the RNG suitable for application to digital
systems requiring the use of random numbers,
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INTRODUCTION

The random number generator (RNG) described in this
report generates 14 bit randoinm numbers at a 15-ko/s rate.
All 14 bits are gerierated simulxaneougly, each bit beiig
generated by a separate sub-unit. The RNG was developed
to be Used in. eoinjunotion with an experirnental, s-equential
•detector constructe:d at te U, S. Navy Eleetron ics Labora-
tory. , A .Sequence of one-s and ze'ros with a predeternined
probability de'stcription was needed as afn input to the de-
tector. 'This binomial seiuoene was generated by compar-
Ing the output of the RNG with a preet 14-bit binary num-
ber. Subsequently the RNO Output has been used in the
prOcess of gelerating random, sequences of ones and zeros
in simulating the input to an experiMtental track-before-
detect system being developed at the Navy Electronics

Laboratory.3 'This report describes the generation of the
random numbers, discusses the statistical evaluation of the
RNG, briefly describes how the first applieation mentioned
above was made, and mentions possible other uses of such
a device.
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MONTE CARLO METHODS

Various nuu-mrical caicu'lations an be cariried out with
the use of random numbers. The tfm h'Monte Carlo" is
usuallEy applied io any such calculations. As al example,

1

suppose it is d:sired to, find the value of. jI x)d- where

0
0"x:<l, 'This value can be estim'ated. by setting Up a
stochastic proces .s involving a random variable zy, with the

property that E'(y) = -f(x)dc, where E(,) is the expected

01

valu'e of y, SOme sortt of' samp'ling procedure would: yield

the estimate. One method of sampling would be as follows
Fr om a Sgt of random ium bers um.formly distributed in the
interval (0, 1), draw two sampleS s and t. If y I for

. .. . 8 ti If I ) for .
(,'(8 t, and y = 0 otherwis, then (g) - x)d.

Monte Carlo mlthods can also be applied to the evalu-
aOtion of c'haracteristics of tests of statistical h-ypothes.
For example, suppose x is a random variable with fre-
quency function f- (.x, &), and it iS desired t. test the hypo,-
thesis H,: = against the alternative H: G = . Ob-
servations are to be made on the random variable x, and

some criterion is established by which either H0 or H, is
accepted -(e, g., the Neym aqIearson test). Let iv_(Ho) and
hm(H1 ) be the number of times out of m tests that H and. II
respectively are ac.cepted. For large m, when - e0, then
Z PI(H /m ;and whene then km (Ho)/, whereq
and P are the probabilitie:s of type I and type HI errors, re-
spectively. if the number, n, of observations required in

each test is a random variable (e,. g,, sequential tests),
and if IV is the total num ber of observations required for m
tests, then E (n), iNl/"m

These are only two. of many applications of Monte
Carlo methods. Other applications incluade. estimation of
collisions involving. neutrons or other particles, solution
of differential and integral equations, and the inversion of
matrices.
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SEQUENTIAL DETECTOR EVALUATION
:BY MONTE CARLO METHODS

The second, example ment ioned above suggested evalu-
ating the characterititlcs of tests of statistical hypotheses

by Monte Carlo, methods. It was: for this purpose that the
rando.m number generator was developed., A sequential
detector to detect signal in the presence of noise in radar

video was to be evaluated. The video was quantized into
two levels, one and zero; hence the detectot was a "'bino-
miai sequential detector. 2 It was assumed that when
,only noise was present the probability of observing a 1 was
p, and when both signal and noise were present the proba-
bility of Observing a I Was p, . A Wald sequential probabil-
ity ratio teSt 4 was to be used to test the hypothesis H ,p =-Po
against the alternate H1, r Plp1 . The detector characteris-
tics were evaluated by Monte Carlo ,methods utilizing the
random number generator. This required generating a Se-

puence [x I. where x. - 1 or xt = 0, such that

Pro b tx. = 1 3 = p, Where p is the paramelter of the binomial
distribution considered. The metho for generating this
sequence will be described later,

Briefly, the operation of the detector was as follows:
An accumulator was loaded initially with a quantity
D, (0 Z DO <). For each I observed, a quantity D (-Ds<!)
was added to the contents of the accumulator. If the contents
of the accumulator were then greater than or equal to 1, Hi
was accepted; if not, another observation was made. For
each 0 observed, a quantity Df.( - Df .1) was subtracted
from the contents of the accumu lator. If the contents ,of the

accumulat-or were less than or equal to zero, H0 was accepted;,
if not., another observation was made. Hene, after initially
loading the accumulator with Do, observations were made
until one of the hypotheses was a~ccepted. By repeating this
process a large number of times for each of several differ-
ent values of p (p = Prob tx f5 = I1) and for each of several
different values of$ D:, Ds, and Df, the detect.or character-
istics were evaluated. A complete description of the detector
and its evaluation is found, in reference 2..
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DESCRIPTION OF RNG EQUIPMENT

A block diagram ~of' the randoxmn num~ber generator
(RN G) ,is shown in figure I. The R-NG Generates a 14-bit
binary nmiber with the property that the probability is
that any particular bit is a I. Also each bit is independent

2 PARALLEL
OUTPUTS': O U T U'

,-"14

_ __; SERIAL
OUTPUT

Pigure . Block diagram of the random number

of all other bits; i.e., each bit is generated by a separate
sub-unit, The output ,of the RNG is either serial or parallel
depending of the particular application to be made of the

output. The output of the RING can be ,eonsidered to be a
sequence of integers uniformly distributed in the interval
[0, -214 - 1] su ch that., for each observation x
Prob fxt= k 2-1 for 7 = 1, ... 2' -1. A detailed de-

scription of the RNG follows.

The RNG was constructed from commercial plug-in
type digital modules together with laboratory developed

and c-onstructed modular-type pulse generators. The digi-
tal modules utilize dynamic circuitry and operate synchro-
nously with respect to a I- Mc/s clock frequency; i. e., the
I"'one" state is a I-Mc/'s train of -3 volt pulses and the
""zero::" state is, 0 volt dc. The modules are compatible
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with inputs frorn other imiodides ,operating at the clock fre-
quency, and with inputs of dc voltages. For example, a
gate with a do input of -3 volt'S will as'sume the "''one'*' state.
Figure 2 shows, the rela-tiofshlip between a gg te ,output snadA
its input. It should be, noted that,, although a particular
type of logic device is discauss,ed, an RNG of this type need
not be restrifted to their use.

GATE OUTPUT '

TIME

Figu e Re Relation-ahip. between a gate output and
t 1nput.

Details of Operation

Figure 3 is a block diagram of a typical SUb-unit,
fourteen of which constitute the RNG. Figure 4 is a dia-
gram of the pulse relationships of the various coxmponents
of a typical sub-unit, figure :5 is a photograph of a thyra-
tron noise generator and random- width-pulse generator
module, and figure 6. is a photograph of the, complete RNG.
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PULSES WITH NOISE-MOULATED TRA ILING EDGES

CONTROLLED I NOISENOISE PLEGT

GENERATOR GENERATOR

PUSE'IDTH CONTROL VARIABLE LENGTHI
PACKETS: OF PLSS-

SYNCHRONOUSf 0Ei AN BINARY
GENERATOR DLY GATE FLIP-F

UNIT OUTUT-1' 7

Pigure 3. Block diagram of a typical sub.-Unftt

o RADOMLENGTH PACKET

A R

BINARY FLIP-FLOP I

SYNCHRONOLUS, GENERATOR

AND-GATE (UNIT OUTPUT),

TIME

Pigure 4. Pulse relat tonahipa of, the componenta
of a typical aub-un it.



Ptgzsre 5o. Thyratront nota.e generator and random-

Plture 6o The coxplete random number generator.



The following description refers to one (of the fOUrte en

sub-units which constitute thel RNG,. The output of a thyra

tron noise generator is anmpiflied and, used, to control the
pulse width of a pulse generatoi . The output of the noise-

controlled-pulse generator is a puIse-width modulated wave
of positive pulses, (referenced to 10 volts) with their lead-
ing edges oc-curing, at l5 kc/s. The pulse width varies

randomly between fixed limts ,, the maximum width depen d-

ing on the maxinum m oduation applied. The pUlse-width

variation about the mneanl is approximately symmetric.

The pulse-width modulated wave is applied to a, gate which

is "on" durin g the interpulse period as indicated in figure 4.

Since the leading edge:s of the nois-emodulated pulses occur
at fixed ititervals and t he pulse widths vary randomly, the
interpulse duratilons also vary randomly. Hence the output
of the gate to which the pulse-width modulated wave is ap.

plied is a suc'essior of random-length packets of l -Mc/s

pulses. These paekets trigger a binary flip-fl p Which

changes state following each input pulse, At the end of
each packet the flip-flop may be in either state,, one or
zero and the flip-flop is not reset before the arrival of the
next packet of pulses. If the fiip~flop is reset between
packets any bias toward, an even or odd number of pulses
in a packet Shows up as a bias in the number of zeros or
ones upon sampling the flip flop. In order to smooth out
this effect, the flip-flop is not reset between packets; it

remains in its. prior state until the next packet arrives
An analysis of this smoothing effect is given in the appen -

dix. In order to sample the state of the flip-flop., the out-

put of the flip-flop is AND-gated with a synchronous gen-
erator pulse occurring at 15 kc/s. The synchronous gen-
erator pulse is delayed in such a tmanner that it appears
before the flip,-flop, stops. This procedure is used to avoid
any bias which might result from a tendency of the flip-flop
to assume a particular state, particularly as a result of

pulse splitting" which might occur on the last, pulse of a
packet. The output of the AND-gate. will be a one or zero
depending on the state of the flip--flop at the time of .arrival
of the synchronous generator puls e., This AND-gate output
is the output of one sub-unit of the RNG; the simultaneous
output from all 14 sub-units constitutes the RNG output..



Although a teehnique for generating raandom binary
digits has been des8ribed, the met.hod can obviously be
extended to ,generate numibers to any integral base n (n 2).
The random width pulses are applied to .afn AND-gate to,-
gether with the output of a clock of period t seconds, the
product tn being small compareld with the smallest possible
random widthi puise. The -output of this gate will be a
seiries I of packets of pulses, each packet aontaining a ran-
dom number of 'clock pulses., Since the product tn is
Small With respect to the smiallest possible random-width
pulse, the probability that a packet of puilse's will contain

O(od n) pulses (Iv = 0, , ,...,n- 1) is approximately 1,/n.

Hence, if the event 'Iv (mod n) pulses in a packet"" is called
the digit /v (h= ,o i..., "n the, output of the AND gate
will be a sequence of random digits with approximately
equal probabilities of occurrente. in order to transform
the generated sequence into usable form, the AND~gate out-

put is applied to a counter (mod, n ) and the state 'of the
-o u-,nter is sampled in the interval between packets of

pulses. The n possible states of the unter will be identi-

fied with the digits 0, 1, .. .,n 1 in, such a manner that 0
corresponds to 0 (mod n ) pulses in a packet, 1 correspondS
to 1 (mod n ) pulse.s In a packet, etc. For generating ran-
dom binary digits the counter takes the form of a simple

flip-fop as previously deseribed;, for decimal digits a
decade counter would suffice.

Quantizing the. RNG Output

As mentioned, earlier, the motivation for developing

the RNG was to evaluate a binomial sequential detector by
Monte Carlo methods . 2 The detector input was required
to be a sequence of ones and zeros with a predetermined
(fixed) probability of a one. This detector input was gen-

erated in the following manner. The RNG output., R, was
,compared serially in a comparator ; with a pres:et (fixed),

number Q. If R > Q, then the output of C was a one; other-
wise the output was, a zero. -Since 2.V4 binary numbers
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were equally likely as, an output from the RNG, the fixe:
rmber Q, was chosen in such, a mah-nr that Prob {.C = 13

took any fixed Value which was a m ultiple of 2 -4 and was
between zero and one. i The output of the comparator C was
taken as the input to the deteetor.

TESTS FOR RANDOMNESS

To test the randomness of the RNG, four tests analo-
gous to, those Used by Kendall and Smith5 Were applied to
the output of each of the fourteen Sub-units. Also indepen.
dence between sub-unit8 was tested in a manner to be de-
scribed below.

The sim plest randomness test is the frequency test.
This consists of eounting the total n-umber of ones in a
given sample. We expect the number of ones to be one-
half of the total sample size.

The serial test checks the tendency of a one to be fol-
lowed by a one or by a zero, etc. This test, is performed
by sampling in pairs. We. expect the pairs (1. 1), (1, 0),
(0, 1), and (0, 0) to occur equally often.

If we sample the output of a sUab-unit in blocks of three,

for example, then we expect one-eighth of the total number

of triples to contain no ones, three-eighths to contain a
.single one, three-eighths to, contain two ones, and one-

eighth to contain three ones. This type of test is called
the poker test.
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The last test applied to the output of each sub-urnit is
the gap test. It is performed by choosing an arbitrary
binary digit, say 'a one, and then counting the number of
times, a one is followed by a ;one, by a zero and then a one,
by two zeros and then a .one, and so on.. In ,other word's,
We. heck zero ga, ,one gap, two gap, etc.4 We expect zero
gap to occur one-half the time, one gap to- occur o wnefouth
the, time, et.

Independeace between sub-units is tested by si multa-
neously sampling the output of two or more of the sub-units.
If the outputs of two sub-units are sampled simultaneously.,
then, we expect the ordered pairs (0, 0), ('1 1), '(1, 0),- and
(1, 1) all to occur eqra ly often. This is similar to the
serial test, except that here each merber of the observed
pairs is. the output from each of two different. sub-units. A
similar situation re.sults if three or more of the sub-units.
are sampled simultaneously.

A further test of ifidep ndetni.e is performed by quanti-
zing the 14 bit number at a etain level Q as previousIy
described. Upon choosing Q, the probability of a one from
the output of the quantizer (comparator) is fixed and the
expected frequency of ones is known,

The output of the RNG was also indirectly tested for
randomness. As mentioned earlier, the quantized output
from the RNG was used as the input to an experimental
binomial sequential detector. For many of the tests per-
formed on the experimental detector, exact analytical
.computations furnished theoretical results. The results of
the Monte Carlo methods were in excellent agreement with
the theoretical results.,

The )(" test, which was used throughout, tests the
goodness of of of the observed frequencies to the expected

frequencies. The symbol )_.q is used to indicate the com-
puted )2 value with I degrees of freedom. The symbol P
is used for Prob X. 2 23, and p" is used to indicate the
sample mean. The statistic for the serial test was changed
from that used by Kendall and Smith" to the statistic in-
dica.ted by I. J. Good. 6
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RESULTS OF TESTS

Table 1 shows the results of the aerial test on the out-
put of one sub-unit of the randor i n Pber generator The

expected number of pairs for each, entry in the table is
2500.: The data for the frequency test are easily ,obtained

from the safie data,, and the results of this test are in-
oluded in the table. 'The expected nutmber of observed ones
in each row is 5000. The sample mean, p*, is given for

the indicated columns.

Table Ii Serial test (pairs) and frequency test.,
Ten blocks, 10, 00:0 pairs in each block.

Pair 9 Ob s.2
(1,) (1,0) (,0,i) (os nes

25'02 2495 2049 5 2'508 '0.040 .84 4997 0.004 .95
2544 258 250O 2440 0. 102 ,75 5052 1.082 .30

2460 2524 2524 2492 0.92 .34 49q4 0.102 .75
2473 2499 2499 259 0.002 .96 4,93 ,.,50 .17

2539 2502 250'2 24'57 0.6 .35 041 0,.672 .41

2498 2539 2539 2424 2.434 .12 5037 0,. 54.) .46

2556 2499 2499 2446 0.002 .96 5055 1,210 .27

251 2 2462 2462 2564 2, 31,0 .13 4974 0,. 270 .60

2547 2465 2465 2523 1.960 .16 5012 G oo53 .81

2467 2496 2496 2541 0. 5-38 .46 4963 0,.299 •9

Total 2 508 24989 24989 24964 0.01,9 .9 50047' 0 .088 .77
* .250,58 .24989 .24989 .24964 •50.04

Table 2 shows the results of the poker test applied to

quadruples from the output of one sub-unit of the random

number generator. In each row the expected number of
quadruples containing no ones or four ones is 1024, the ex-
pected number containing a single one or three ones is
4096, and the expected number containing. two ones is 6144.

Again the data for the frequency test are obtained from the
same data, and the results, of this test are included in the
table. The expected number of observed ones in each row
is 32,768.
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Table 2. Poker test (qaruls an re quency test.
Ten blocks:., 16, 384 quadruples in each block.

Numaber- of oneas .1m quiadruple Ob 8

0 1 2 3 4 P . Ones X P

1010a 4199 6.0'96 4051, 11028 3.66,7 .45 32656 Oli76,6 .38
1o60, 411 61124 4081 998 2.19v8 .70, 32604 1.642 .20

1071 4068 6 120o 405B 1067 4.,601 a33 327 50 0.02.06 .89

990 4070, 6,212 412 990 3.341' .0 -32820 0.1 6 5 .68
99,7 4128 6 168 4052 1039' 1. 748 .6:0 32 776, 0.'00'4 .9)5

10158 41,57 6,o:81 40,76 ' 1 i2 2. 922 . 56 32595 1:.8.27 . 18
11002 4067 6106 4144 f0615 3. 117 .54 32 97 1 2.5 .1
1053 4000 f6034 4274 1023 12.777 .01 . 3'982 -24i 95 .09'
10~1 410o3, 6091 4145 102-4 1.0o64 .90 3,2816 0. 141 .711

1026 4154 6149 4037 1:018 1.'14 279 35 08 .3

T otal 10288 41067 6 1,181 41040 10264 1.80.7 .7- 32760:5 0.03 4 .85
~ .6nq .250o65 .37342 .,25049 .0626:5 .499.886

Table 3 shows the results of the gap telst applied to the
output of one sub- unit of the random number geertor .

*The, expected nu mber of zero ga ps is 8,19'2, the expected
numfber of one gaps is 40,96; etc. No frequency test results
are available fro.m these data.

Tabl.e 3. Gap test.

Length~ of' gap
10 1 2 3 >4 X

8238 4102 2046 1006 992 t.,585 .81,

81,75 4118 2097 10111 9.83 3. I32 .5

8,16 5 4134 2035 1036 1014 0.-762 .94

824-6 41 30 2012 101l2 98r4 2.1974 .56

809g4 4132 2089 1045 10 24 2,740 .6o

8.041 4129 2090 1.044 1080) 7.364 .12

81 87 4091 2048 1037 1021 0. 174 .9

8117 4083 20360 T063- 10 61 3.62 .46,
8194 4072 2065 994 10159 2.3 57 .67
820-5 4057 2045 1020 10:57' 1.475 &3,

Total 81.662 41:048 20587 10268 10275 T.7-57 .78
p* .49843 .250,54 .12565 o06267 o06271
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Table 4 shows results of an independence test between
two sub-units of the random number generator, The method
for obtaining the data is described previously. The ex-
pected number of pairs for each entry in the table is 4096.

Table 4, Independence test between two units.
Ten blocks, 16, 384 pairs in each block.

:( :, 1) (!,0) :(o0,1 ) (0o,0) X 2  F

41-23. 4172 39'85 4104 46,,6,11 20

4078 4162 3990 41 54 4.707 .20

4106 41, t1 4021 4106 2.,1:61 5"'

4068 4054 4073 411 8,9 2.862 .40
4156 40 2 5 406,3 41 40 2, 848 .40

41 3'0' 41,66 40-2 4 4064 20994 .38

41,28 40-46 4122 4o88 1. 041; .80

41 9,9'  4041 4117 4027 4. 598 .20

4031 41 12 41'45 4096 1.680 .65

3983 4092 4250 4059 9.24% .03

Total 41002 41021 40790 41027 0,9,49 .82

P* .25026 .25037 .24896 .25041

Table 5 shows results of quantizing the 14-bit binary
numbers from the random number generator. The quanti-
zing level used is such that the probability of a one is the
binary fraction . 01010 1010110 1 which has a decimal
equivalent of approximately 33.3129883., Hence the ex-
pected number of ones in each block is 5461 and the ex-
pected number of zeros is, 10, 923.
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Table 5. Quantization of 14-bit number.
Ten blocks, 16, 384 observations in each block.

2
0 s Zeros P

5366 i i ,0o118 2. 479 P.
5412 1 0972 0.659 .42

540 1: 1,044 4.0,21: .04

5528 1 o8% 1. -27
5490 10894 0. 231 063
5446 10938 0.062 e 80

5547 i,0837 2.031 .1i

5472 10912 o.033 .86
5552 10832 2. 27 4 13
5466 lo918 0.o69 .93

Total 54619 1 09_22 1 0.00222 .96
p* .3333679 .6666321

Table 6 shows the results obtained from Monte Carlo
evaluation of 'the binomial sequential detector mentioned
earlier, for the particular values of D., Ds, and Df in-
dicated. E(n) is, the expected number of observations for
a single test, L (p) is the probability of accepting the null
hypothesis (H.) when p has a particular value., and p is the.
probability of observing a one. Data for the columns
headed "Exact"' were obtained by analytic a! computations
and the columns labelled "Exp," contain the experimental
results.
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Table 6. Results. of Monte Carlo evaluation of the binomial
sequential detector for D6 = 1/2, Df = 1/32, and D.= 1/8,

p EG(n) L(p)Y

Exact Exp., Exact Exp..

,0125 18.9 626 18 .9150 1 000.00 1,0000
.0625 23.2574 23. 42 11 .99968 ,9997
,09375 29.8781 310'. 1512 9 16 12 ,9957
.1215 40.3'7-7:6 40.1"545 .97390 .9744
.140625 47.42215 47. 1290 9:4163 i 9439

.15625 55. 2351 55.2084 .88108 .8787
,171875 62.5432 62.6890 .78143 .7819
.1875 67. 3192 67.8328 .64248 .6483
.203125 67. 8640 68.031 .48309 4729

.21875 64i 1653 64.2'987 .33333 .3,45.2

.234375 57.8193 56.9864 21499 .2204
5205 50.6929 50.9022 .13264 .1319

.2,8125 38.2019 38.2154 .04746 .0473
,3125 29, 4568 29.4924 .016-62 .0145
.34375 23.5890 23.7319, .005:83 .00:64
,375 19.5505 19.5183 00205 .0018
.40625 16.6562 16.89 74 .00072 .00:08

CONCLUSIONS

The results of the statistical tests gave no reason for

rejecting the hypothesis that the 14-bit numbers generate-d
by the random number generator are uniformly distributed.

Also, excellent agreement with theory was obtained in
Monte Carlo evaluation of an experimental binomial sequen-

tial detector.
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APPENDIX: ANALYSIS OF "NOT RESETTING" FLIP.FLOP

We assume that initially the flip-flop is in the zero
state and is not reset after being triggered by a pac ket.
Let p be the probability that a packet has an !odd number f'
pulses and p be the probabliy that the flip-flop is in the
one state after having been triggeed by k packets. We note:
that-po = 0 and pi=p.

N=ow +p(1-p )

+ (-

The general solution of this difference equation is

+ c1- 2p)

Since p,  0, we have c = -.

Therefore

Let
p C~+, [6K

then

pl (1-(-2))

and
li~m p]=

k -m, 0-

Thus we see that if p differs from o by taing k large
enough P4 will be as close to 2 as is desired. This is the
motivation for not resetting the flip-flop after each packet.
Closer examination of the above analysis reveals however
that ' 'not resetting' is not a "cure-all." An undesirable
situation exists if c , is not very small. If we assume k
large enough so that p; , then, Prob '[ (1, 1). = Prob.f (0, 0)3

1L ( - ,E) and Prob (i, 0) = Prob 1 (0, 1)3 : ( + E).
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'ThuS if I c is not very small the probabilities associated
with pairs will be .severely biased. To take atn extreme ex-
ample let Then p = (1 -I (-t)), hen-e p2] = 0 and
.P-,e +I 1. Thus the pairs '(1, 1)1 and ('0', 0) can never occur,

If we reset the flip-flop after the arrival of each packet
then the pair probabilities: are:

Prob Li ) + )2= + c + c 2

Prob i[(1,0 )3 ! = (. - ' ) ,(1 - e) 1 £2 €
2

Prob i(, E,): E: -2e) (- + ) -

Prob ),) =i Q4 2) 4 +

Comparison of thesie probabilities with those, of the "not
re-set"' situation shows that two of the pair probabilities are
improved by resetting While two have been biased a little

more.

Consideration, of the probabilities as8sociated with
n - tuples shows that even for e small some of the proba-

bilities may deviate tconsiderably from the desired values.

T o obtain som e idea of the bias, a long cotint of ones
was made .n each unit. This coQnt was made under the

reset situation, A typical result for one unit is

P .499989140based on a total sample of 5. 22• The
results indicate that c is very small.
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